On the measurement of glottal flow.
For developing a comprehensive description of voiced speech sounds in terms of a phonation and an articulation component, it is necessary to know to what extent the volume flow modulations at the entrance of the vocal tract are due to vocal fold motions and to what extent they are due to variations in the transglottal pressure. In order to be able to study this problem, it is important that the flow at the glottis can be measured during normal speech production in a reliable fashion. In this article, a flow measurement technique is described that differs from the more usual inverse filtering approach to the extent that the flow is not measured at the mouth, but much closer to the glottis. The technique is based on the measurement of pressure gradient. It is shown that the proposed method also leads to an inverse filtering problem, but that, since this problem is much simpler, the gradient method yields more reliable estimates of the shape of the glottal flow waveform, though without the zero flow level (dc component) and without a magnitude scale. By means of theoretical considerations about velocity profiles in pulsatile flow in cylindrical tubes, it is shown that the method for measuring flow during phonation proposed in this article may be expected to yield reasonable flow waveform estimates in a frequency region from any normal fundamental frequency to an upper frequency determined by the transducer sensitivity and separation and vocal tract geometry. In this case, the frequency limitation was estimated to be 1000 Hz.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)